The unthrottled optimism underlying the Time Warp ( T W ) 
Introduction
For the auantitative analvsis of timed Petri net models representing realistically sized physical time dynamic systems, traditional evaluation techniques like analysis or sequential discrete event simulation tend to become practically intractable. To be able to cope with very large models, parallel (distributed) simulation mechanisms are demanded and parallel simulation software tools are necessary for the massively parallel execution of such models.
A variety of approaches has been followed in the literature to adopt standard parallel and distributed simulation techniques to the concurrent execution of timed Petri nets [9] . Parallel simulation strategies either exploit algebraic properties of timed transition firing semantics [l] , or the synchronism of time progression in Petri nets with discrete timing, yielding massively parallel simulators dedicated to SIMD execution. Distributed simulation approaches involve the spatial decomposition of Petri nets and the asynchronous parallel execution of submodels by so called logical processes (LPs). LP simulations of Petri nets have been developed along conservative Chandy/Misra/Bryant (CMB) , as well as along the optimistic Time Warp (TW) intra-LP causality preservation protocols [ll] . CMB protocols execute in each LP events that occure in the respective submodel in nondecreasing order of their occurrence timestamp, while strictly preventing from the possibility of any event causality violation across LPs. Such protocols have been adopted for the concurrent execution of Petri nets in [19, 17, 5, 61 . The primary motivation for T W protocols is that events which occure in different LPs -irrespective of their occurrence time stampmight not affect one another, thus giving rise to their parallel, out-of-timestamp-order execution. This view has lead to T W based Petri net simulators [5] .
While letting causality errors occur, T W employs a rollback mechanism t o recover from causality violations immediately upon or after their detection. The rollback procedure in turn relies on the reconstructability of past states which can be guaranteed by a systematic state saving policy and corresponding state reconstruction procedures, causing respective overheads. More than that can TW suffer from communication overheads to a threatening extent: In situations where event occurrences are highly dispersed in space and time, rollback invocations can recursively involve long cascades of LPs which will eventually terminate. An excessive amount of local and remote state restoration computations is the consequence of the annihilation of effects that have been diffused widely in space and too far ahead in simulated time, consuming considerable amounts of computational, memory and communication resources while not contributing to the simulation as such. This pathological behavior is basically due to the "unlimited" optimism assumption underlying TW, and has often been referred to as rollback thrashing. Techniques to adaptively, i.e. according to the parallelism inherent in the simulation model, avoid these overheads are the matter of investigation in this work.
Outline This paper, after presenting related work on optimism control in TW (Section 2), recalls the adap-SimulationEngine(i) { s l iel=initial(simulator, model, forecast method); while(ie=next ie(ie1)) chronologicalinsert (ie,EVL); log n e w s t at e () ; s2 while (GVT < ENDTIME I I GVT-term) { if (e) process_event(e); fill-OB (OQ); send-out x o n t e n t s ( 0 B ) ; 1 s l 4 a n a l y s e s t a c k ( ) ; clean-up () ; [15] in much the same way uses statistical information from observing the simulation performance on the fly to dynamically adjust optimism control parameters. An explicit cost funcbion t o determine whether it is more "cost effective" to execute an arriving message instantaneously despite rollback hazard, or to delay its execution to . A combination of controlling optimism, and an automatic adjustment of the amount of memory required in T W is approached in the Adaptive Memory Management (AMM) scheme [7] . All these protocols use statistical data that reflects the central tendency (e.g. average increase of local virtual time and average (real and simulated) message interarrival time in LAP; average commitment rate in AMM) to determine parameters for optimism control in TW. However, optimism control based on averages is not promising when simulation models incur "phases" of different LP synchronization behavior, where reactiveness and an automatic readjustment of dynamically evolving changes in the simulation workload control parameters from "phase" to "phase" is desired.
In [lo] , we have developed an LP synchronization protocol which throttles the T W optimism probabilistically. (A sketch of the protocol is given in Figure 1 , with conditional compile directives for the throttled version of the T W protocol.) The adaptive scheme, as opposed to CMB which would block the CPU if there is the chance of a message with a time stamp in the past (straggler message) arriving at the LP, and opposed to T W which would optimistically progress LVT even if the chance for receiving a straggler message is very high, executes scheduled process elements based on the probability of not receiving a straggler (see [lo] for detailed presentation of the adaptive protocol). This approach reduces the waste of CPU cycles due to blocking in CMB, while at the same time reducing the communication cost caused by annihilation messages in case of rollback in T W . Technically, the degree of "optimism" underlying T W is regulated according to hypotheses that LPs are establishing during simulation on the amount of available model parallelism as observed from the time stamps carried by arriving messages. With the help of a forecast for the forthcoming message, the "aggressiveness" of TW is adaptively throttled to that point in the spectrum between unlimited optimism and extreme pessimism] that is the best compromise for the a particular Petri net model. . .Sn) from the observed token time stamp
Prediciting Time Stamps
It is obvious that the overall performance of adaptive throttling in T W with the approach presented above is reliant on the quality of the predictor t and the confidence a = c(t^, in the predictor. This quality is in turn influenced by the amount of information available for forecasting, i.e. the size of the observation window n maintained for each input channel in every LP, as well as the choice of the forecast procedure. Generally, the larger n, the more information on the arrival history is available in the statistical sense. Considering much of the arrival history will at least theoretically give a higher prediction precision but will also consume more memory space. Intuitively, complex forecast methods could give "better" predictions than trivial ones, but are liable to intrude on the simulation engine with an unacceptable amount of computational resource consumption. Therefore, incremental forecast methods of low memory _complexity are recommended, i.e. procedures where t(mi+a) can be computed from the previous forecast T(mi+l) and the
time. (1)
Central Tendency Forecasts

(3)
The main advantage of using the arithmetic mean as a forecast is its incremental computation involving O ( 1) operations. (Note that for the incremental computation of s2 also @ needs to be computed incrementally.)
A potential disadvantage appears when the distribution of Si is skewed -the prediction would then either consistently over-or underestimate the next token time. In this case a forecast based on the median appears more appropriate.
Median based Forecasting
Median computation involves sorting the vector of observed message time increments. The forthcoming message time is predicted to be t^ = t , + A, where A is the median of the time increments. Let X con- The primary advantage of the median is its property of the smallest possible deviation:
and its robustness against outliers in the arrival stream. Instead of the standard deviation, the interquantile range (4.70 -4 2 5 ) could also be used t o determine the confidence. The disadvantage of the median is that it prohibits an incremental computation, causing an O(Eog(n)) sorting effort in each step.
Exponential Smoothing
Exponential smoothing is a method to remove seasonal trends from time series and allows for a weighting of the more recent history over the less recent history or vice versa. Here A is a weighted moving average of I&, &-1 , . . ., with weights decreasing exponentially on the weighting factor a E (0, l), incrementally computed as:
To approximate the arrival process as "smooth" as 
Time Series Forecasting
In cases where the arrival process (SI, d2, . . .&) exhibits trends and seasonal behavior, the previous forecast methods are prone to pathological behavior due to repeated over-and underestimation of the forthcoming message time stamp. To cope with arrivals that exhibit phases and f or trends, the identification the time series underlying the arrival process is important. Forecasts based on such time series models will involve significantly higher computational complexity, but will deliver more robust forecasts. The technical details for describing the time stamp increment process as an unknown stochastic process, i.e.
considering (SI , 62, . . . , Sn) as realizations of random variables X t , t E T are given in Appendix A.
Kalmanfilter Forecasting
Yet another approach for estimating the time stamps of forthcoming messages is to use a lialmanfilter model, which (as an improvement) supports a recursive forecast procedure (Appendix B). Still both, the forecast methods based on time series analysis and the Kalmanfilter approach suffer from the very complex computation, which can potentially overwhelm the gain of adaptive rollback prevention. On the other hand can both approaches provably recognize correlated arrivals and achieve a better prediction precision than methods based on central moments. In the following case study we shall evaluate the potentials of all of these methods as applied to the distributed T W simulation of very large timed Petri net models.
Case Study 4.1 Sensitivity of Adaptive Methods
To investigate the performance sensitivity of adaptive methods, timed Petri net models describing the document flow in a very large business organization were chosen (more than 1 M documents, more than 60 offices). To avoid presenting the full complexity of the models in this paper, we just present a simplified abstraction as shown in Figure 4 . In this abstraction, the documents flowing into a work area (office) are represented by tokens arriving at a place Pzn. A transition Tezt propagates documents to other offices (regions), or routes them to the appropriate places of execution within that work area, i.e. region. In the experiments we study an office system consisting of 64 offices, connected to each other by the arcs originating from respective Tlzts, and discharging into 
For the analysis of the T W sensitivity using the above model, the following parameters were considered: 0 N u m b e r of Available Processors: With an increasing number of processors, more and more inherent model parallelism may be exploited but interprocessor communication costs also rise. At some point communication costs are expected to dominate over useful simulation work.
Initial Token Count:
The larger the number of tokens in one region (i.e. initial tokens in Pin), the larger the model parallelism, i.e. the number of possible concurrent process element executions. However, as the number of tokens in the region increases, so does also the number of events which must be managed by the simulation engine.
0 Token Flow Rate among Regions: By adjusting the ratio of the firing rates Xint : X e c t , it is possible to simulate the behavior of regions with varying degrees of "locality", i.e. a large Xint : Xezt ratio simulates a model where the majority of the simulation steps (i.e. process execution) affect only processes within the LP's own partition whereas a small ratio causes increased communication overheads. We shall refer to the value of Xint : XeCt as the internal/external event ratio.
0 Forecast Method: We use all the forecast methods to estimate the arrival time of the next message as described above.
We consider three cases to delay the execution of a scheduled event. In the first case, once the simulator decides not to execute the next event, control just loops back to the reading the input buffers section, thus implicitly delaying its execution. In the two other cases the simulation is explicitly delayed for a certain amount of time: the delay is either set to the amount of CPU time used to execute one event on average, or the amount of CPU time used to execute one event at maximum.
All the experiments reported in the rest of this paper were obtained from a significant number of execution runs on a 134 node Meiko CS-2.
TW with implicit Throttling
In the first set of experiments, the performance of TW with implicit throttling delays was investigated for N = 2O,. . . N 5 processors of the CS-2, each simulating 64/N regions of the kind in Figure 4 . All the transitions in all the regions had exponential enabling delays. As a performance measure the classical "event rate" was translated into a metric called the "acceleration factor", which stands for the total number of committed transition firings per processor per unit time (transition firings that do not contribute useful simulation work, i.e. are subject t o annihilation in a rollback situation are not counted). Figure 5 compares the acceleration factor for an internallexternal event ratio of 1 to 10000. It is seen that for a large number of initial tokens the simulation engines using adaptive methods are able to execute 15 % more transition firings (events) than a simulation engine using plain TW, given a sufficiently large token population. In cases with a low number of initial tokens, however, plain TW performs better than adaptive TW. Almost irrespective of the simulation protocol, if there are less initial tokens, simulation engines have less simulation work: the average length of the event list EVL is shorter, and therefore state saving and possible rollbacks are performed faster, In our model with 32 processors the average event processing and state saving time is 3981psec for 1024 documents (tokens) and 2872psec for 64 documents. The average rollback time decreases from 105153psec to 1024,usec.
For an analysis of the gain of the adaptive mechanisms we express the relation between the costs for rollbacks and the forecast method as (6) are smaller than the sum of the rollback times in plain TW. In our examples this seems to be the case at a "token load" of 512 and higher. Otherwise the computational forecast overhead dominates the gain. A comparison of the relative accelerations as induced by the various forecast strategies (for the particular case of X z n t / X e z t = lOK executing on 32 nodes of the CS-2) is summarized in Figure 7 . ministic transition timing. Because of the symmetric nature of the model its deterministic timing, the time gap between the local virtual time and the global virtual time within each LP appeared to be comparably small. In other words, the probability of a rollback is small in this cases, and rollback costs are much lower than with transitions with exponentially distributed enablings. The average time needed to perform a rollback on 32 processors decreases from M 7msec to FZ 2msec (The simulation of one event still needs about Smsec.). The cost induced by the larger number of estimate function calls (each about 140psec on 32 processors) , exceeded the gain in rollback performance, and a 7 % performance degrade over T W was observed. Finally, when transition timing was mixed, the performance gap between T W and the adaptive methods was not sifgnificant .
TW with explicit Throttling
The previous section demonstrated that TW could be accelerated by just starting a new loop (continue in step s9, Figure l) , instead of simulating every event immediately. This new start of the loop already represents an implicit throttle, with a delay depending on the number of received messages. (An additional bonus of this stratgy is the possibility to detect stragglers earlier, since the input buffers are polled more frequently.)
Another variation of throttling is to explicitly delay the execution of events in step s9 of the adaptive TW engine (Figure 1 ). Figure 8 shows the acceleration gained when the CPU is delayed by 3000psec in step s9, before starting a new loop (Note that average event processing time varies between 2000psec and 4000psec, depending on the internal/external event ratio and the token load). Explicitly delaying yields an additional acceleration over T W (as in Figure 5 , first row), but (slightly) degrades performance over the implicit throttling approach. An intuitive suggestion for the issue of finding an "appropriate" delay value is to adapt the explicit throttle to the load of an LP, since with a fixed explicit throttle, the blocking time is always either too short or too long. Experiments with a dynamic, periodic readjustments of the delay times (after n = 1,10,100 transition firings) are also reported in Figure 8 (second row). Again, the acceleration for a high token load is little better than for plain TU', but still worse than the acceleration in the case of implicit throttling.
In conclusion, for the explicit throttling approach we can thus say that for the particular type of simulation models, and the target execution platform, it is more important to poll the input buffers for stragglers more frequently, i.e. to detect potential rollbacks earlier, than to idle for possible future stragglers.
Conclusions
We have extended the standard Time WarD Darallel
I I
simulation technique by introducing an adaptive optimism control mechanism for the parallel simulation of spatially decomposed timed Petri nets. Our simulation engine, by temporarily blocking the processing of local transition firings, avoids the generation and sendout of token messages in states for which it is likely that they will have to be "rolled b a c k . A statistical analysis of the token message arrival history is used to make forecasts for the timestamps of future tokens, thus enabling every logical process to adapt its local synchronization behavior to the most efficient strategy with respect to the anticipated future. For the parallel TW simulation of very large Petri net models we achieve convincing performance improvements, e.g. a 250 to 300 fold acceleration of the overall execution speed using 32 processors on the Meiko CS-2 multiprocessor as compared to executing the same model (using TW) on a single node. This effect mainly results from the decomposition of the Petri net model into smaller submodels which reduces memory access overhead at quadratic order. For Petri net models with high token populations, the adaptive protocols can further accelerate execution speed. Empirical evidence has been derived for the sensitivity of adaptive protocols to both the token load and the model timing. Generally when analyzing time series, a first insight into the dependencies among random variables is gained from covariance analysis. We briefly recall: If { X t , t E T } is a process such that Var(Xt) < CO for each t E T , then the autocovariance f u n c t i o n y2(., .) of {Xt} is defined by
yz(r, s) = Cov(Xr, Xs), r, 3 E T.
( 7 )
The process { X t , t E E } , with index set Z = 
The function y5(.) will be referred to as the autocovariance function of {X,} and y,(h) as its value at "lag" h.
The autocorrelation f u n c t i o n (acf) of { X t } is defined analogously as the function whose value at lag h is [4]
If y(.) is the autocovariance function of a stationary process {Xt, t E Z}, then
Ir(h)l 5 ~( 0 ) Vh E zz and (11)
From the observation (a1 , 22, . . . ,a,} of a stationary time series {X,} we have to estimate the autocovariance function y ( . ) of the underlying process {Xt} to be able to construct an appropriate model for the message arrival pattern. The estimate of y ( . ) which we shall use is the sample autocovarzance functzon.
Definition A.l The sample autocovarzance function of ( a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a,} is defined [4] n -h
and $.(h) = ?(-! ),
-n 5 h 5 0, where Z is the sample
The divisor n is used rather than (n -h ) since this ensures that the matrix r^, = [?(% -3)]EJF1 is non-negative definite. In the future we will only consider centered time series { X t } (z = 0) (i.e. transformed with respect to the series mean a , = 6, -p ) , The partial autocorrelation (pacf), like the autocorrelation function, expresses essential information about the dependence structure of the stationary process. The partial autocorrelation a ( k ) at lag k may be regarded as the correlation between XI and Xk+l, after removing the effect of the intervening observation X z , . . . , xk. The pacf is obtained from [4] :
The partial autocorrelation a ( k ) of { X , } at lag k is a ( k ) = (15) where {z,} -W N ( O , U * ) .
Using the backward shift operator, the equation (15) can be written in the more compact form
where $h and 6 are polynomials at degree p and q respectively:
e ( t ) = 1 +e1% + . . . + e/,
and the backward shift operator B is defined by B3 Xt = Xt-3, It can be shown that for every model (15) 
Prediction of Stationary Processes
The idea to predict the values { X t , t 2 n + 1) of a stationary time stamp increment process based on { X I , . . . , X,} i s to use the observations of this process made so far. Besides the direct computation of the predictors, where a large system of linear equations has to be solved [4] , a recursive method exists for the one-step predictors z i n + l , n 2 1. Given the observations from a zero-mean stationary time series, with T(0) > 0, we can fit an autoregressive process of order m < n to the data using the 
Identification Techniques
The problem of identifying the appropriate ARMA(p, q) model order to represent the time series { X t } is to determine p and q. For an pure moving average process order identification is simple: the autocovariance function of the MA(q) process
has the form (as depicted in Figure 10 (a)):
where Bo is defined to be 1 and B,, j > q, is defined to be zero.
For an pure autoregressive process AR(p) the order p can be obtained from the cut off in the partial autocorrelation function a(.) (see Figure 11 ARMA(p,q) , then the model order identification requires the investigation of all meaningful pairs ( p , q ) and choose that pair which minimizes one of the criteria given above. Pragmatically we fist compute the AICC criterion with the preliminary estimates obtained by 
where 6 , is a p x p transition matrix describing the way the underlying series moves through successive time periods.
{ X , } does not need to be stationary. The initial value 20
is assumed to be a normal random vector with the p x p covanance matrix C. w't is a p x 1 noise vector with zero-mean uncorrelated normal distributed terms and with common covariance matrix Q.
The model defined by equation (43) and ( where we take i $ = 6 and P," = C. In order to calculate 2: and Pp one performs the set of backward recursions (for t = n, n -1,. . . ,1) on the equations underlying series.
